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SUMMARY

At intermediate and high stress levels, material damping has been considered stress-amplitude-dependent and contributions from frequency-dependent anelastic mechanisms have been considered negligible. These considerations are contradicted by the findings of this investigation for Aluminum 2024-T4. The relations between material damping, stress amplitude, and frequency were experimentally examined for this material by means of a resonant-dwell technique employing "identical" double cantilever reeds. Tests were run in air (760 mm, 70°F), and in vacuum (0.2 mm, 70°F), at stress amplitudes up to 20,000 psi and at frequencies from 15 to 1500 cps. Results showed that: damping as measured in air was largely aerodynamic drag and was displacement-amplitude and frequency dependent; damping as measured in vacuum was wholly material damping, independent of stress amplitudes up to 20,000 psi, and dependent on frequency; and there was agreement with the Zener theory of thermal relaxation.
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MATERIAL DAMPING OF ALUMINUM BY A RESONANT-DWELL TECHNIQUE

by
Neal Granick and Jesse E. Stern
Goddard Space Flight Center

INTRODUCTION

Damping is an energy dissipative process which is manifested during the mechanical vibration of structural elements and systems. It is of particular interest to the dynamicist and designer who is concerned with the analysis and development of equipment which must function successfully and survive in a mechanically dynamic environment.

The damping of structural systems may be separated into three general types: joint damping arising from friction sliding and slapping of joint interfaces; air or fluid damping arising from loss or transmission of energy to the surrounding fluids; and material damping, an internal energy loss, arising from complex internal behavior of the material itself.

In order to design and predict the behavior of structural systems with greater accuracy, it is necessary to have quantitative damping information. This paper is a report on the quantitative evaluation of material damping of aluminum. Aluminum was selected for initial investigation since it is extensively used as a structural material for spacecraft. Other materials will be investigated in the near future.

Considerable effort has been made in experimentally determining the material damping properties of metals subject to vibration. Most metals investigated have exhibited a non-linear dependence of material damping with respect to vibration amplitudes and, in some cases, have also exhibited a dependence on frequency. Crandall (Reference 1) investigated the problem of material damping and proposed the following relations,

\[ \xi = \frac{S^n}{S_0} \]  

(1)

and

\[ \xi = \frac{S^n}{S_0} \frac{\omega \gamma}{1 + \omega^2 \tau^2} \]  

(2)
where
\[ g = \text{material damping coefficient}, \]
\[ S = \text{stress amplitude}, \]
\[ \omega = \text{vibration frequency (radians)}, \]
\[ \tau = \text{relaxation time for temperature equalization in a specimen by transverse heat flow}, \]
\[ S_0, \alpha = \text{material constants}. \]

The frequency dependent term in Equation 2 was suggested by Zener’s relation (Reference 2)

\[ g = \frac{\alpha^2 ET}{c} \left( \frac{\omega \tau}{1 + \omega^2 \tau^2} \right) \tag{3} \]

when

\[ \tau = \frac{h^2 c}{\pi^2 k} \tag{3a} \]

for a flat beam of uniform thickness, where

\[ \alpha = \text{coefficient of linear expansion}, \]
\[ c = \text{specific heat per unit volume}, \]
\[ E = \text{modulus of elasticity}, \]
\[ T = \text{absolute temperature}, \]
\[ h = \text{thickness of cantilever beam}, \]
\[ k = \text{thermal conductivity}. \]

From Equations 1 and 2, Crandall derived explicit relations for evaluating the specimen damping coefficient of a cantilever beam at its first mode resonance,

\[ g_s = R^{\frac{1}{\alpha+1}} \left( \frac{2.71 \sqrt{E}}{S_0} \right)^{\frac{n}{\alpha+1}} \tag{4} \]

and

\[ g_s = R^{\frac{1}{\alpha+1}} \left( \frac{2.71 \sqrt{E}}{S_0} \right)^{\frac{n}{\alpha+1}} \left( \frac{\omega_1 \tau}{1 + \omega_1^2 \tau^2} \right)^{\frac{1}{\alpha+1}} \tag{5} \]

where

\[ \rho = \text{mass density of beam material}, \]
\[ a = \text{acceleration amplitude of beam root}, \]
\[ \omega_1 = \text{first mode resonant frequency}, \]
\[ R = f \text{ (material, mode shape)}, \]
\[ g_s = \text{specimen damping coefficient related to } g \text{ by} \]
\[ g_s = g^R. \]  \tag{6a}

Crandall also showed that
\[ g_s = \frac{1}{Q}, \]  \tag{6b}

and for a cantilever beam
\[ Q = \frac{\delta_r}{1.566 \delta_0}. \]  \tag{6c}

where
- \( Q \) = magnification factor at resonance,
- \( \delta_0 \) = input root displacement at resonance,
- \( \delta_r \) = output tip displacement at resonance.

For a given material, geometry and mode shape \( R, \rho, E, S_0, n, \) and \( \tau \) are constants and Equations 4 and 5 reduce to
\[ g_s = K \left( \frac{a}{\omega_1} \right)^{\frac{n}{n+1}}, \]  \tag{7}

and
\[ g_s = K' \left( \frac{a}{\omega_1} \right)^{\frac{n}{n+1}} \left( \frac{\omega_1 \tau}{1 + \omega_1^2 \tau^2} \right)^{\frac{1}{n+1}}. \]  \tag{8}

If the relaxation time \( \tau \) is large such that \( \omega_1^2 \tau^2 \gg 1 \), then Equation 8 reduces to
\[ g_s = K' \left( \frac{a}{\omega_1} \right)^{\frac{n}{n+1}}, \]  \tag{8a}

where
\[ K' = K \left( \frac{1}{\tau} \right)^{\frac{1}{n+1}}. \]  \tag{8b}

Equations 6, 7, and 8 show that: the specimen damping coefficient can be determined by measuring the magnification factor at resonance; the material constant, \( n \), can be evaluated by measuring the slope of a log-log plot of \( g_s \) vs. \( a/\omega_1 \) for Equation 7, and \( g_s \omega_1 \) vs. \( a \) for Equation 8a; and \( S_0 \) can be computed when \( n \) has been determined.
A check of Equations 7 and 8a against data taken by Vet (Reference 3) correlated well with Equation 7 for steel and brass but failed for aluminum, and correlated well with Equation 8a for aluminum but failed for steel and brass. Vet's data included air damping and probably some joint damping. To evaluate more accurately the validity of Crandall's proposed relationships, damping tests were run which eliminated, minimized, or accounted for these external effects. This was accomplished by testing in air and in a vacuum, and by developing improved test techniques.

**TEST SPECIMEN**

The test method selected for this investigation was a steady state excitation of a cantilever beam by an electromagnetic vibrator.

Before selecting a beam configuration, consideration was given to two problems affecting the dynamic behavior of the vibrating system: joint damping at the beam-vibrator table interface, and the generation of an undesired rocking mode on the beam-vibrator table system.

An examination of the single reed cantilever in Figures 1b, 1c, and 1d shows that a moment reaction, \( M_B \), at the fastener, will always exist and have a value equal to or greater than the root moment, \( M' \). The moment, \( M_B \), increases the probability of joint damping. Further, to prevent a rocking mode it is necessary that \( F'd' = M' \). To satisfy this relation, the beam must be positioned by a time consuming, trial and error process until rocking is eliminated.

An examination of the double reed cantilever in Figures 1b, 1c, and 1d shows that if \( F_1 = F_2 \), \( M_1 = M_2 \), and \( F_1 \) and \( F_2 \) are equidistant from and parallel to the elastic axis, then, \( M_B \), the moment reaction at the fastener, vanishes and the probability of joint damping is reduced. Further, the sum of the moments \( (F_1d_1 - F_2d_2 - M_1 + M_2) \) also vanishes and the causes of rocking are eliminated. This is achieved by a double reed cantilever beam in which the geometry of both reeds is identical and the center of the base block is located on the geometric center of the vibrator table. For a well designed table the geometric center is coincident with the elastic axis, the center of gravity of the vibrator table, and the resultant electromagnetic driving force. For these reasons, the double reed cantilever beam was chosen for the test beam configuration.

Adequacy of the test specimen depends upon an ability to carefully fabricate each reed to the same geometry in order to have an identical and symmetrical response. In practice, there will always exist a small difference in "identical" reeds due to manufacturing techniques. To overcome this problem, the reeds were manually tuned to the same frequency. This was accomplished by exciting the beam specimen, observing the resonant frequencies of both reeds, and then placing additional mass on the tip of the reed exhibiting higher resonance until the resonant frequencies of both reeds were equal.

The test specimens were designed with first bending mode resonances in the frequency range 15-1500 cps. Length to width ratios of at least 6:1 helped minimize the effects of Poisson's ratio. Reed thickness for some specimens was varied to determine the effect of the relaxation time, \( \tau \).
Finally, the root radius was chosen equal to the reed thickness. This choice was based on a compromise which provided a stress concentration factor of only 1.1 with a minor effect on the length and cross-sectional properties of the beam.

A number of restrictions were placed on the methods used to control material homogeneity and finished. For uniformity, all of the specimens were cut from a single bar stock of 2024-T4 aluminum material. Machining tolerances were held to ±0.001 inch on reed thickness and to ±0.005 inch on reed length and root radius.

Machining of the beams was done in successively reduced depths of cut so that final material surfaces would be as free as possible of residual machining stress. For example, the last four cuts were only 0.001, 0.001, 0.0005 and 0.0005 inch thick, respectively. The final operation was to hand polish the reeds to an 8 RMS surface finish. Specimens were inspected for conformity to these tolerances prior to test.

Table 1 lists beam geometries, dimensions, and resonant frequencies of test specimens.

TEST METHOD

Facilities and Instrumentation

Table 2 lists the major items used in the experimental test set-up.

Errors Due to External Damping

Material damping is an internal energy loss process. In order to accurately measure its value it is necessary to eliminate, reduce, or account for damping contributed from external sources.

External damping arises from three sources: joint damping, eddy current damping, and air damping. Joint damping is virtually eliminated by securely clamping the beam specimen to the
Table 1
Beam Geometry

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Beam Configuration*</th>
<th>Thickness h * in.</th>
<th>Width b * in.</th>
<th>Length l * in.</th>
<th>Radius r * in.</th>
<th>First Mode Frequency cps (Nominal)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>.100</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>14.758</td>
<td>.100</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>.100</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>10.436</td>
<td>.100</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>.100</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>6.832</td>
<td>.100</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>.100</td>
<td>.500</td>
<td>4.667</td>
<td>.100</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>.100</td>
<td>.500</td>
<td>3.300</td>
<td>.100</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>.100</td>
<td>.250</td>
<td>2.161</td>
<td>.100</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>.100</td>
<td>.250</td>
<td>1.476</td>
<td>.100</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>.200</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>9.334</td>
<td>.200</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Refer to Figure 1(a) for beam geometry.

Table 2
Instrumentation Test Equipment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Mfr</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accelerometer</td>
<td>Endevco</td>
<td>2217</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplifier, Double Integrator</td>
<td>Unholtz-Dickie</td>
<td>610R</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplifier, Input</td>
<td>Endevco</td>
<td>2614B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Displacement Follower, Optical    | Optron    | 701   | Freq. Response = Flat from DC to 3 kc
Displacement Range = 12 μin. to 2 in. |
| Exciter, Vibration                | Unholtz-Dickie | 100 | Vector Force = 225 lbs. max.
Frequency Range = 5-5000 cps        |
| Oscillator, Stable Amplitude, Ultra-Low Distortion | Krohn-Hite | 446 | Frequency Range - 1 cps - 100 kc
Amplitude Stability = ±0.01%
Harmonic Distortion = ±0.02%
Live Frequency Modulation = ±0.01% |
| Oscilloscope, Dual-Beam           | Tektronix | 502   |                                                                               |
| Power Supply                      | Endevco   | 2623  |                                                                               |
| Power Supply, Displacement Follower | Optron     | 702   |                                                                               |
| Power Supply, Vibration Exciter, DC Storage Battery | Rebat | R-35 | Output Volts = 12
Ampere - Hours = 35 |
| Voltmeter, AC, True RMS           | Ballantine | 320  | Voltage Range = 100 μv to 320 volts
Frequency Range = 5 cps to 4 Mc |
vibrator table and by eliminating, through design, conditions which foster excessive loads on the joint. Eddy current damping arises from the movement of the beam in the magnetic field of the electrodynamic exciter. Tests were run in which the dc field current of the exciter was varied from 10 to 40 amperes. No measurable change in response was observed under these conditions. Therefore, the eddy current damping was negligible in these tests. All subsequent tests were run with an 8 ampere field current. Air damping and energy transfer to the air was eliminated by testing in a vacuum.

**Measurement Errors**

Previously, it was shown that the specimen damping coefficient was related to the magnification factor at resonance. Therefore, any errors in producing and measuring the input and output amplitudes must be eliminated. This requires a translational rigid body response of the beam-vibrator table system in the direction of the exciting force. The appearance of a coupled rocking mode on the system presents two problems: evaluating the relation between the input excitation and the output amplitudes of the reeds, and measuring the amount of beam energy transferred to or dissipated in the vibrator table support system. The use of the tuned double-reed cantilever beam described earlier virtually eliminated these problems.

Since material damping is small a high Q may be expected. From Equation 6c it can be seen that errors in measuring \( \delta_0 \) and \( \delta_r \) are critical, particularly with respect to \( \delta_0 \) which may be orders of magnitude smaller than \( \delta_r \). The input displacement, \( \delta_0 \), was derived by measuring the input frequency and acceleration with a calibrated, high sensitivity, high signal-to-noise ratio, accelerometer-amplifier system. The system sensitivity was 500 mv/g; the system noise level was about 2 millivolts; and the lowest measured signal during the tests was approximately 20 millivolts for an acceleration of about 0.04g. The accuracy of this measurement technique was about ±3% of reading. Ripple in the input displacement was eliminated by energizing the vibrator field with direct current from storage batteries rather than by a rectified alternating current supply.

Reed tip displacements were measured by a massless non-contact method of measuring tip displacement, using optical displacement followers. The displacement followers provided an electrical signal proportional to displacement, permitting simultaneous measurement and comparison of the two reed tip motions on a meter-oscilloscope arrangement. It was also possible to compare input and output motions. The accuracy of the displacement follower measurement system was about 1% of full scale. Measurements taken during this investigation were repeatable within 4.5%.

**Damping and Resonant Frequency Differences**

An analog computer study* was made to determine the effects on reed motion caused by differences in damping and resonant frequencies between the two reeds. The results showed that a

1% damping difference produced about a 1-1/2% amplitude difference and no significant phase difference between the two reeds; a 0.1% resonant frequency difference produced about a 50% amplitude difference and about 60° phase angle difference between reeds; and for each reed the phase angle between input and output displacements rapidly changed at frequencies very close to the resonant frequency of each reed.

This study indicated that it is critical for each reed to have the same natural frequency if valid data are to be obtained. It also indicated that the phase angle difference between the two reeds can be used as a highly accurate means of tuning the reeds to the same frequency.

**Determination of Resonant Frequency**

The natural frequencies of the reeds must be experimentally determined before material damping data is obtained. During this determination it was observed that two significant frequencies appeared: a "notch" frequency at which the input (root) amplitude reached a minimum for a fixed input force amplitude, and a "peak" frequency at which the output (tip) amplitude reached a maximum for the same fixed force input amplitude (see Figure 2). The difference between these frequencies was small. It was also observed that large differences in the magnification factor existed when the reeds were excited at the "notch" or "peak". This raised the questions, "What are the 'notch' and 'peak' frequencies," and "At what frequency do we excite the test specimen?".

To answer these questions a simplified analysis was performed. The following assumptions were made: the beam-vibrator table system is a two degree of freedom system with lumped parameters, the system is responsive only in translational modes, and damping is neglected since it is very small and has no effect on resonant frequencies. A schematic arrangement of the system is shown in Figure 3. The differential equations of motion for the system are:

\[
M_x \ddot{x}_v + \left( k_v + k_b \right) x_v - k_b x_b = P \sin \omega t , \tag{9a}
\]

\[
M_b \ddot{x}_b + k_b (x_b - x_v) = 0 . \tag{9b}
\]

The solution to these equations is

\[
x_v = \left\{ \frac{1 - \left( \frac{\omega}{\omega_b} \right)^2}{1 - \left( \frac{\omega}{\omega_b} \right)^2} \right\} \frac{P \sin \omega t}{k_v} \tag{10a}
\]

\[
x_b = \left\{ \frac{1}{1 - \left( \frac{\omega}{\omega_b} \right)^2} \right\} \frac{P \sin \omega t}{k_v} \tag{10b}
\]
Figure 2—Transmissibility plot for a nominal 150 cps beam, 0.10 in. thick (specimen No. A-10).

Figure 3—Model for the analysis of a beam-vibrator combination as a two-degree-of-freedom system.

where

\[ \omega = \text{exciting frequency}, \]

\[ \omega_b = \sqrt{\frac{k_b}{M_b}} = \text{natural frequency of the beam}, \]

\[ \Omega = \sqrt{\frac{k_v}{M_v}} = \text{natural frequency of the vibrator table assembly}, \]

\[ x_v = \text{displacement of } M_v \text{ with respect to ground}, \]

\[ x_b = \text{displacement of } M_b \text{ with respect to ground}. \]

By setting the denominators of Equations (10a) and (10b) equal to zero the following expression is obtained:

\[
\omega^2 = \frac{\omega_b^2}{2} \left[ \frac{\Omega^2}{\omega_b^2} \left( 1 + \frac{k_b}{k_v} \right) + \sqrt{\left( 1 + \frac{\Omega^2}{\omega_b^2} \right) \left( 1 + \frac{k_b}{k_v} \right)^2 - 4 \frac{\Omega^2}{\omega_b^2}} \right].
\] (11)

Equation (11) identifies two system resonant frequencies, each different from \( \Omega \) or \( \omega_b \). One of these system resonant frequencies is close to the natural frequency \( \omega_b \). This is the "peak" frequency.
It has been shown that $Q$ is related to the specimen damping coefficient by

$$g_s = \frac{1}{Q}.$$  

$Q$ is defined as the magnification factor at resonance or the maximum magnification factor. The magnification factor, $F$, for the beam is

$$F = \frac{X_b - X_v}{X_v} = \frac{\left(\frac{\omega}{\omega_b}\right)^2}{1 - \left(\frac{\omega}{\omega_b}\right)^2}$$  

(12)

and

$$Q = F_{\text{max}} = \infty \text{ at } \omega = \omega_b.$$  

It can also be seen from Equation 10a that $x_v = 0$ when $\omega = \omega_b$. Hence, $\omega_b$ can be identified as the "notch" frequency; and data on damping characteristics must be obtained at this frequency, where the table's vibration amplitude is at a minimum.

**Determination of Test Stress Levels**

Defining the relation between damping and stress amplitudes was one of the major objectives of this investigation. The use of strain gages suggested a simple and effective method for measuring the stresses, but was discarded because it might have introduced additional and uncertain damping from the adhesive joint and from the gage backing material. It was decided that root stresses could best be evaluated by measuring the dynamic displacement of a particular point on the cantilever reed, generally the tip, and computing the stresses from the equations of dynamic displacement (Reference 4):

$$\delta_x = \frac{wc^4}{8EI} \left[ \frac{1}{2} \left( \cosh 1.875 \frac{x}{l} - \cos 1.875 \frac{x}{l} \right) - .368 \left( \sinh 1.875 \frac{x}{l} - \sin 1.875 \frac{x}{l} \right) \right]$$  

(13)

$$M_r = EI \left( \frac{d^2 \delta_x}{dx^2} \right)_{x=0} = \frac{\left(1.875\right)^2}{8} \frac{w c^2}{I}$$  

(14)

$$\sigma_r = \frac{M_r h}{I} = \frac{1.76 hE \delta_x}{I}$$  

(15)
where
\[
\begin{align*}
\delta_x &= \text{displacement of cantilever at a distance } x \text{ from the root}, \\
M_r &= \text{bending moment at root}, \\
\sigma_r &= \text{stress at cantilever root}, \\
f &= \text{reed length}, \\
h &= \text{reed thickness}, \\
w &= \text{weight of beam per unit length}.
\end{align*}
\]

In order to experimentally check the stress, \( \sigma_r \), as computed by Equation 15, several of the reeds were instrumented with strain gages after the damping tests were run. These were located on the flat portion of the beam near the root radius. The reeds were excited at predetermined amplitudes, \( \delta_x \), and the measured stresses were observed. The stresses computed from Equation 15 were within 5% of the measured stresses. This indicated that the technique of indirect stress measurement was satisfactory and reasonably accurate.

**TEST PROCEDURE**

Figure 4 shows the instrumentation block diagram; Figure 5 a typical test setup; and Figure 6 beams for each resonant frequency.

**Application of Optical Tracking Targets to Test Specimen**

Beam specimens were cleaned with acetone or trichloroethylene to remove all dirt and oil film. Adhesive backed targets were cut to a height equal to the thickness of the reeds and to a width of 1/8 inch. Four targets were applied to the tips of the reeds as shown in Figure 7. Where the tip amplitudes of the reeds were expected to exceed the range of the optical displacement follower, the targets were moved a known distance in from the tip. The displacement of this point is related to the tip displacement through the bending curve equation. Four symmetrically located targets were used to limit unbalance in the reeds.

**Dynamic Beam Balance (Reed Tuning)**

After the targets were attached, the test specimen was fastened to the vibrator table by

---

*Figure 4—Instrumentation block diagram.*
Figure 5—Typical measurement test setup.

Figure 6—Beams for each measurement frequency.
four #10 cap screws with about 20 inch pounds torque per screw. Two were optical displacement followers focussed or "locked on" the targets, one at each reed. The output of the displacement followers was fed into a dual beam oscilloscope. The following was then performed:

1. The test specimen was excited with a low level, fixed-force amplitude through a frequency range of about 5\% below and above the calculated natural frequency of the reeds.

2. The displacement follower output signals were observed on the oscilloscope noting the frequency at which each reed reached its maximum amplitude and the phase angle between amplitudes as each reed passed through its maximum amplitude (Figure 8). If the phase angle was zero the two reeds were tuned to the same natural frequency.

3. Where a phase angle existed a trial mass was added to the tip of the higher natural frequency reed and steps (1) and (2) were repeated.

4. If a phase angle still existed after step (3), additional mass was added or previously added mass was removed until the phase angle was zero, indicating that the reeds were tuned to the same natural frequency. The addition or removal of mass was determined by the magnitude and shift in the phase angle (Figure 8 (b and c)).

---

**Figure 7—Location of optical tracking targets.**

**Figure 8—Reed tip displacement as seen on dual-beam oscilloscope.**
The added masses consisted of small pieces of plastic electrical tape about 1/16 inch square, symmetrically located on the reed tip to prevent twist under dynamic conditions. The masses were placed at the tip where they were most effective dynamically and where they least affected the specimen damping.

When the reeds were tuned to the same frequency the displacements were in phase and the peak amplitudes were within 3% of each other.

**Test Run in Air**

(a) Predetermined root stress levels were selected at which the tests were to be performed. The stresses covered the range of 5000-20,000 psi in increments of 5000 psi. Reed amplitudes at the target locations were computed from these root stresses.

(b) The accelerometer was attached to the vibration table adjacent to the base block of the tuned test specimen. The displacement followers were "locked on" the reed targets and instrumentation was hooked up as shown in Figure 4. The "notch" frequency was located by exciting the test specimen with a very low constant-force amplitude.

(c) The double integrator amplifier was adjusted until the predetermined amplitude at the target was obtained.

(d) Root acceleration, target displacement, and excitation (notch) frequency were recorded as indicated on the rms voltmeter and oscillator.

(e) Steps (c) and (d) were repeated for each predetermined target amplitude.

**Test Run in Vacuum**

A specially designed vacuum chamber was installed over the test specimen and evacuated to 0.2 torr. Steps (c) through (e) above were repeated.

**RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS**

A preliminary study was made to determine whether a stress limit existed beyond which the material damping properties suddenly or significantly changed behavior. A nominal 70 cps resonant cantilever beam was tested in a vacuum through the range of 15000 - 42000 psi root stress. The results are shown in Figure 9, Run 1. Immediately after Run 1, the beam was tested through the range of 8000 - 27000 psi root stress. These results are shown in Figure 9, Run 2.

From Run 1, it was observed that damping very slowly increased with stress amplitude between 20000 - 35000 psi but drastically changed above 35000 psi. From Run 2, it was observed that damping remained constant between 8000 - 20000 psi and noticeably increased with stress amplitude between 20000 - 27000 psi. Also, the damping in Run 2 had permanently increased in the lower stress amplitude range after the beam was subjected to the near yield stresses of Run 1.
Therefore, tests were limited to stress levels up to 20,000 psi to maintain the original material damping characteristics of the beams.

The results of the investigation for aluminum 2024-T4 are shown in Figures 10-15 and in Table 3 and Table 4. Figures 10-12 are plotted in accordance with the log form of Equation 8a,

\[
\log g_s = \log \frac{K'}{\omega_1} + \left(\frac{n}{n+1}\right) \log a .
\]

(16)

Figure 13 is plotted in accordance with a modified log form of Equation 8a,

\[
\log g_s \omega_1 = \log K' + \left(\frac{n}{n+1}\right) \log a .
\]

(17)

Figure 10 compares damping for a nominal 70 cps resonant frequency beam as measured in air at ambient pressures and in a vacuum of 0.2 torr, over the same stress amplitude range of 5000 to 20,000 psi. The "in air" plot shows the non-linear behavior of damping in air where the quantity \(n\), has a value of 0.78 as calculated from the slope of the plot. This compares with 0.77 as reported by Crandall (Reference 1). The slope of the "in vacuum" plot is zero, hence the quantity \(n\) is zero, indicating that the damping in vacuum is independent of stress amplitude. It should be noted here that \(g_s = g\) where \(n = 0\) (see Reference 1).

Figure 11 shows the non-linear behavior of damping in air for the series of beams tested. It shows that damping is frequency and amplitude dependent. The amplitude dependence appears to be due to displacement or velocity and not to stress (Figure 12). The non-linear behavior then may be attributed to air damping.

Figure 12 shows the behavior of damping in vacuum for the same series of beams. The slopes of all the curves are zero, hence \(n\) is zero and stress amplitude independence is shown. The damping here is material damping only and its dependence on frequency is clearly evident.

Figure 13 further shows the independence of damping on stress amplitude and the constancy of the product \(g_s \omega_1\).
Figure 11—Results for damping in air for seven 1/10-inch thick aluminum cantilever beams (resonant frequencies shown).

Figure 12—Results for seven resonant beams of 1/10-inch thick aluminum tested in a vacuum of 0.2 torr.

Figure 13—Results for five resonant beams of 1/10-inch thick aluminum tested in a vacuum of 0.2 torr.
The following conclusions may be drawn from the results obtained.

1. A unique, simple and accurate technique has been developed for measuring material damping.

2. Material damping of Aluminum 2024-T4 is (1) independent of stress amplitudes up to 20,000 psi and (2) frequency dependent in the range 15-1500 cps.

3. Material damping of Aluminum 2024-T4 is independent of stress history at stresses below 20,000 psi.

4. Material damping of Aluminum 2024-T4 can be quantitatively evaluated by the Zener relation, $g = \left(\frac{a^2 ET}{c}\right)\left(\frac{\omega \tau}{1 + \omega^2 \tau^2}\right)$.

5. Air damping as observed during these tests provides a significant contribution to total damping and may be as much as 10 times greater than material damping.

Manuscript received July 29, 1964.
### Table 3
Beam Damping Measurements in Air

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resonant Frequency (cps)</th>
<th>Beam Thickness b (in.)</th>
<th>Calc. Root Stress $\sigma$ (psi)</th>
<th>Root Acceleration $a_r$ (gravity units)</th>
<th>Double Amplitude $e_x \times 10^4$</th>
<th>Damping Coefficient $e_x \times 10^4$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nominal (cps)</td>
<td>Actual (cps)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Root $\delta_{r} \times 10^3$</td>
<td>Tip $\delta_{Res}$ (in.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>15.16</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>4800</td>
<td>.056</td>
<td>4.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>30.18</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>4700</td>
<td>.056</td>
<td>1.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>71.50</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>4700</td>
<td>.0485</td>
<td>0.189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>153.2</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>4400</td>
<td>.0492</td>
<td>.0482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>306.4</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>4700</td>
<td>.0511</td>
<td>.0106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>715.8</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>4800</td>
<td>.065</td>
<td>.00246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1571</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>4600</td>
<td>.056</td>
<td>.000446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>76.25</td>
<td>0.200</td>
<td>4700</td>
<td>.0106</td>
<td>.0065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>314.6</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>4700</td>
<td>.0100</td>
<td>.0065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resonant Frequency (cps)</td>
<td>Beam Thickness (in.)</td>
<td>Calc. Root Stress (psi)</td>
<td>Calc. Root Stress ($s$) (gravity units)</td>
<td>Root Acceleration ($a_i$)</td>
<td>Displacement Double Amplitude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>4800</td>
<td>.0223</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7200</td>
<td>.0245</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>1.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9600</td>
<td>.0405</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>2.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12000</td>
<td>.0510</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>2.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>4800</td>
<td>.0307</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7200</td>
<td>.0433</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>1.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9600</td>
<td>.0632</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>2.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>4800</td>
<td>.0563</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7200</td>
<td>.0763</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>1.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>4800</td>
<td>.0729</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7200</td>
<td>.0870</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>1.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9600</td>
<td>.101</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>2.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>4800</td>
<td>.115</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7200</td>
<td>.135</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>1.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9600</td>
<td>.150</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>2.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>4800</td>
<td>.152</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7200</td>
<td>.175</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>1.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1500</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>4800</td>
<td>.175</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7200</td>
<td>.197</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>1.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9600</td>
<td>.219</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>2.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>4800</td>
<td>.224</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7200</td>
<td>.246</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>1.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9600</td>
<td>.268</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>2.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Appendix A

List of Symbols

\( a \) = acceleration amplitude of beam root
\( c \) = specific heat per unit volume
\( E \) = modulus of elasticity
\( F \) = beam magnification factor
\( g \) = material damping coefficient
\( g_s \) = specimen damping coefficient
\( h \) = thickness of cantilever beam
\( I \) = moment of inertia
\( k \) = thermal conductivity (see page 2)
\( k_b \) = beam stiffness constant
\( k_v \) = vibrator table stiffness constant
\( f \) = beam length
\( \mathbb{M} \) = bending moment at root of cantilever
\( \mathbb{M}_b \) = beam mass
\( \mathbb{M}_v \) = vibrator table mass
\( n \) = material constant
\( P_0 \) = vibrator table excitation force
\( Q \) = magnification factor at resonance
\( R \) = function of material and mode shape
\( S \) = stress amplitude
\( S_0 \) = material constant
\( T \) = absolute temperature
\( w \) = weight of beam per unit length
\( x_b \) = displacement of beam mass with respect to ground
\( x_v \) = displacement of vibrator table mass with respect to ground
\( x''_b \) = acceleration of beam mass with respect to ground
\( x''_v \) = acceleration of vibrator table mass with respect to ground
\( \alpha \) = coefficient of linear expansion
\( \delta_0 \) = input root displacement at resonance
\( \delta_r \) = output tip displacement at resonance
\( \gamma_x \) = displacement of beam at a distance \( x \) from the root
\( \rho \) = mass density of beam material
\( \sigma_r \) = stress at cantilever root
\( \tau \) = relaxation time for temperature equalization in a specimen by transverse heat flow
\( \Omega \) = natural frequency of vibrator table
\( \omega \) = vibration frequency (radians)
\( \omega_1 \) = first mode resonant frequency
\( \omega_b \) = natural resonant frequency of beam
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